Zombie Field Target System with Interchangeable Target Sizes Resetting Airgun Target—for Pellets Only.

**WARNING:** This target is designed for use with lead airgun pellets only. Do not use BBs. BBs will rebound and ricochet and may cause serious injury, especially to the eye. Eye protection must be worn by any person within range. Make sure the area around your target is clear and safe. Make sure target is secured before shooting. Never place the target less than 25 yards from firing location.

This product contains one or more chemicals known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth defects (or other reproductive harm).

---

**Target Assembly**
1. Attach the Zombie Target Face (A) to the Target Base (B) by inserting a black bolt (C) into each of the holes in the bottom of the Zombie Target face (A).
2. Attach and tighten the Wing Nuts (D) to the bolts on the back of the Zombie Target face (A).
3. Attach the Bulls-eye Target (E) to the Target Base (B) by placing it on the Threaded Base Bolt (F) and attach the Nut with washer (G). The washer end of the nut should face away from the Bulls-eye Target (E).
4. Feed the Eyelet Bolt (H) through the front of the Zombie Target Face (A).
5. Attach and tighten the Front Nut (I) to the Eyelet Bolt (H).
6. Thread the Ring (J) attached to the chain through the hole on the Eyelet Bolt (H).
7. Place the Zombie Field Target System at a safe location, no less than 25 yards from the firing line. (Note: that the Bull's-eye Target (E) is designed to lean forward (toward the shooter) so that pellets are deflected downward.)
8. Insert the Metal Stakes (K) through the Stake Holes (L) in the Target Base (B) to anchor the target on the ground.
9. Unravel the 150 ft. Resetting Cord (M) and take to firing line.

**Firing/Resetting**
1. When the Bull's-eye Target is hit, the target falls down.
2. Reset the target by pulling the cord.

---

**Bulls-eye Target Rings**
A. Novice Target Ring 1 1/8 inch
B. Marksman Target Ring 7/8 inch
C. Sharpshooter Target Ring 3/4 inch
D. Expert Target Ring 3/4 inch
E. Target Ring Notch

---

**Increasing the Level of Difficulty (Developing Shooting Skills)**
To assist in the development of shooting skills, the Zombie Field Target System includes 4 Bulls-eye Target Rings (A, B, C, and D). The smaller the bulls-eye on the target ring, the more difficult the Zombie Field Target System is to knock down.

To install a target ring, place the hook of the target ring into the Target Notch Ring (E) above the bulls-eye on the Zombie Target Face (A). To increase shooting difficulty, use a target ring with a smaller bulls-eye.
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